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Interfaces such as twin boundaries, stacking faults and grain boundaries often play an important role in
controlling mechanical properties of metals through interaction with dislocations. Segregation of alloy
elements and impurities to these interfaces can stabilize them and produce a large strengthening effect.
Here we report the effect of Ag on segregation of alloy elements at twin boundaries, stacking faults and
grain boundaries in the Mg–Gd system. Specifically, for the first time a spinal-shaped periodic segrega-
tion is observed at the {1 0 �12} twin boundary and high-angle lamellar grain boundary in the Mg–Gd–
Y–Zr alloy due to the presence of the Ag addition. The segregation consists of Gd- and Ag-rich columns.
It appears that high Ag content in the spinal-shaped segregation induces fcc-like cell structures.

� 2015 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Due to their lightweight, magnesium alloys are becoming
increasingly attractive for structural applications in aerospace,
automotive, and electronic industries [1,2]. Extensive effort has
been made to improve their mechanical strength [3], formability
[4], creep resistance [5] and corrosion resistance [6]. Reported
strategies to enhance strength of Mg alloys include grain refine-
ment [7], age hardening [8,9] and introduction of stacking faults
[10–12]. Moreover, by combining these strengthening mecha-
nisms, several high-strength magnesium alloys containing rare
earth elements (Mg–RE) have been developed. For example,
Homma et al. [13] developed a high-strength Mg–Gd–Y–Zn–Zr
alloy that has yield strength of 473 MPa by combining significant
grain refinement with age hardening.

Since the solubility of the rare earth alloying elements
decreases with decreasing temperature, Mg–RE alloys can be sig-
nificantly hardened by precipitation of second phase particles. It
has been reported that the precipitation process in Mg–Gd–Y alloy
follows the sequence of S.S.S.S (Supersaturated Solid
solution) ? b00 ? bT ? b0 ? b1 ? b [14]. The precipitates, espe-
cially the peak aged b0 phase, enhance the mechanical strength
by blocking dislocation slip [15]. Moreover, rare earth atoms tend
to segregate at interfaces such as grain boundaries [16,17], twins
boundaries [18], and stacking faults [19]. Such segregation is
believed effective in pinning dislocations, which leads to further
strengthening [20,21].

Previous studies revealed that additional Zn element in Mg–RE
alloys induced a novel type of long period stacking ordered (LPSO)
structures during annealing and consequently enhanced strength.
This has led to a recent increase in research of magnesium alloy
strengthening via this mechanism [22–27]. Interestingly, other
alloying elements, such as Ag, also show similar strengthening
effect in Mg–RE alloys [28]. Wang et al. [29] found that the tensile
strength of as-cast Mg–Gd–Y alloys was further improved by add-
ing �2 wt.% of Ag. The tensile strength of peak aged Mg–Gd–Y–Ag
alloy reached a high ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of 403 MPa
without compromising elongation. Jian et al. [10,11] also found
that the rolled Mg–Gd–Y–Ag alloy shows much higher yield
strength than a Mg–Gd–Y alloy that has similar elemental compo-
sition of Gd and Y. Their hypothesis was that the induced stacking
faults played a critical role in the improvement of mechanical
properties. However, it is still not well understood how Ag element
affects microstructure evolution of Mg–RE alloys during deforma-
tion and heat treatment.

In this work, two Mg–RE alloys with similar compositions
except for Ag content were studied in order to investigate how
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Fig. 1. Optical micrograph of the microstructure of the Mg–Gd–Y–(Ag)–Zr alloy
subjected to 75% hot-rolling.

Fig. 2. TEM images and selected area diffraction of lamellae structures in the hot rolled
and (e) and (d) lamellar grain boundary (LGB).
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the Ag addition affects segregation at various interfaces such as
twin boundaries, stacking faults, and grain boundaries.
Atomic-scale characterization was carried out using high-angle
annular dark-field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron micro-
scopy (STEM) with an ultra-high spatial resolution of �0.10 nm,
which provided a more precise and reliable structural interpreta-
tion of chemical ordering, and a better understanding of the atomic
configuration [30,31]. Since the differences in atomic numbers
between the constituent elements are fairly large (Mg: 12, Gd:
64, Y: 39, Ag: 47), we were able to obtain Z (atomic number) – con-
trast images to differentiate segregated heavy solute atoms. Basing
on comprehensive analysis of electron diffraction patterns, atomic
resolution images and also sub-nanometer chemical analysis with
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), we were able to
establish models of atomic segregation at coherent twin bound-
aries, stacking faults and grain boundaries.
Mg–Gd–Y–(Ag) alloy: (a) and (b) {10 �11} twin (TBI); (c) and (d) {10 �12} twin (TBII);



Table 1
Lamellar structures in the Mg–Gd–Y–(Ag)–Zr alloy subjected to 75% hot rolling.

Lamellar
Structures

Abbreviation Definition Misorientation between
two {0001} planes

{10 �11} twins TBI Compression
twin

�125�

{10 �12} twins TBII Tensile twin �86�
Lamellar grain

boundary
LGB Special grain

boundary
146�, 144�, 140�, 102�, etc.
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2. Experimental procedures

The casting procedure used to produce the Mg–10.1Gd–3.5Y–0.
45Zr and Mg–10.4Gd–1.6Y–(2.0Ag)–0.13Zr (wt.%) ingots can be
found in reference [32]. For simplicity, these two alloys are here-
after referred to as the Mg–Gd–Y alloy and Mg–Gd–Y–Ag alloy,
respectively. The as-cast ingots were solution treated at 500 �C
for 12 h in a vacuum furnace and quenched to room temperature
in silicon oil (T4 treatment). The T4-treated samples with dimen-
sions of 20 � 25 � 2 mm3 were used as the starting material for
hot rolling. Specimens for hot rolling were heated at 450 �C for
15 min before each rolling pass, and then rolled on a conventional
hot roller with a thickness reduction of �0.1 mm per pass and total
rolling reduction of 75%. Annealing after rolling was performed at
250 �C for 0.5 h. The specimens for optical microscopy
Fig. 3. HAADF-STEM images of TBI with the incident beam parallel to the [11 �20] axis: (a
(d) Mg–Gd–Y–Ag alloy and enlarged image marked by the atomic model. Green and p
turquoise spheres representing the segregated solute atoms. (For interpretation of the re
this article.)
characterization were ground with sandpaper of 320, 600, and
800 grits, and then polished by a woolen cloth with 1 lm diamond
suspension. Final polishing was done using magnesia suspension
on polishing cloth to a mirror finish. The etching solution was com-
prised of 100 ml ethyl alcohol with 5 g picric acid and 5 g acetic
acid. Cross-sectional TEM specimens were cut from the rolling
sheet and gently polished to a thickness of �25 lm. Perforation
by ion milling was carried out on a cold stage (��50 �C) with
low angle (<3.5�) and low energy ion beam (<3 KeV).
Atomic-resolution high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) observa-
tion was conducted on an aberration-corrected scanning transmis-
sion electron microscope (STEM) (FEI Titan 80-300) operated at
200 kV. EDS mapping was conducted at an accelerating voltage of
80 kV to avoid excessive irradiation damage to the Mg alloy sam-
ples [33].
3. Results

3.1. Microstructure

The microstructure of 75% hot-rolled Mg–Gd–Y–Ag alloy is
shown in Fig. 1. Straight lamellar structures were frequently
observed in coarse grains (�15 lm). Previous investigations
regarded them as deformation twins, which had specific orienta-
tion from parent grains [34,35]. Deformation twinning is a
) and (c) Mg–Gd–Y alloys and enlarged image marked by the atomic model; (b) and
ink spheres representing atoms in layer A and B of Mg crystal, respectively, and
ferences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of



Fig. 4. HAADF-STEM images of TBII with the incident beam parallel to the [11 �20] axis: (a) and (c) Mg–Gd–Y alloys annealed for 30 min. at 250 �C and the enlarged image by
the atomic model; (b) and (d) Mg–Gd–Y–Ag alloy and the enlarged image marked by the atomic model. Green and pink spheres represent atoms in layers A and B of the Mg
lattice, respectively, turquoise spheres represent the brightest spots, and blue spheres represent the spots with weaker brightness. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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common and important mechanism for plastic deformation in
hexagonal close-packed (hcp) metals [36]. There are theoretically
at least seven twinning modes in hcp metals, involving different
twinning planes, including {10 �11}, {10 �12}, {10 �13}, {11 �21},
{11 �22}, {11 �23} and {11 �24} [37]. Among them, {10 �11}, {10 �12}
and {10 �13} twins (hereafter referred to TBI, TBII and TBIII, respec-
tively) are the most common types observed in Mg alloys, which
can be clearly observed in the [11 �20] zone axis [18]. For simplicity,
all zone axes and crystal planes are hereafter those of the a-Mg
matrix. Three types of lamellar structures were identified by using
selected area diffraction as shown in Fig. 2. Classification of the
lamellar structures in hot-rolled Mg–Gd–Y–(Ag)–Zr alloy is sum-
marized in Table 1. The first lamellar structure is TBI with twin
plane (K1) of {10 �11} as shown in Fig. 2a and b. The angle between
the twin {0001} planes and the matrix {0001} planes is �125� as
viewed from the [11 �20] zone axis. TBI is a compression twin since
it typically forms under compressive stress [38]. Wu et al. observed
TBI twins in an hcp Mg–Ti alloy [39], which was favored under
compression. Fig. 2c and d shows the typical morphology of TBII,
which is the predominant lamellar structure in hot-rolled samples.
The angle between the two {0001} planes is 86� as marked in
Fig. 2d. TBII is the most common twinning system observed in
hcp Mg [40].

We also observed another kind of lamellar structure that had a
unique orientation relative to the traditional twins, as shown in
Fig. 2e and f. We define it as a special lamellar grain boundary
(LGB), where neighboring grains shared the same [11 �20] zone
axis. Such LGBs are easy to study under high-resolution TEM
because atomic structures on both sides can be clearly imaged,
which provides an opportunity to observe relevant structures on
both sides of grain boundary. The misorientation angles across
LGBs were found to vary. Table 1 lists at least four different angles
observed in our alloy systems. In the following, the LGB with a typ-
ical angle of �144� is used for segregation investigations. The for-
mation mechanism of these LGBs will be discussed in Section 4.1.
3.2. Segregation at coherent twin boundaries

Shown in Fig. 3 are the atomic-resolution HAADF-STEM images
of TBI in Mg–Gd–Y and Mg–Gd–Y–Ag alloys observed from the
[11 �20] zone axis. After annealing at 250 �C for 30 min,
single-line segregation along TBI occurred in both the 75% rolled
Mg–Gd–Y and Mg–Gd–Y–Ag alloys, as shown in Fig. 3a and b,
respectively. Models on their atomic structures are shown in the
magnified images in Fig. 3c and d to demonstrate the different
Z-contrasts caused by different elements. The green and pink
spheres represent atoms in layers A and B in magnesium matrix,
respectively. Turquoise spheres represent solute atoms that have
bright contrast in HAADF-STEM image. It shows that the atoms
at the twin interface are not perfectly close-packed. The atoms in
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layer A are close to the exact lattice sites, while atoms in layer B are
located in compression sites [18]. Compression sites are caused by
lattice distortion that makes their distance to surrounding
atoms smaller. In contrast, extension sites are those that have lar-
ger space than sites in perfect lattice. Both alloys exhibit similar
segregation behaviors at the interface of TBI: Mg atoms on layer
A are replaced by solute atoms while no replacement occurred
on layer B.

In contrast, TBII shows different segregation phenomena in the
alloys with and without Ag. Fig. 4a and b shows the HAADF-STEM
images of TBII in Mg–Gd–Y and Mg–Gd–Y–Ag alloys after anneal-
ing, respectively. Corresponding atomic models are provided in
Fig. 4c and d, which use the same color schemes as those in
Fig. 3. The blue atoms represent spots with weaker brightness.
The morphology of interfacial segregation at TBII of Mg–Gd–Y alloy
is still single-line shaped, as shown in Fig. 4a, while the alloy con-
taining Ag shows a unique segregation with periodic structures as
shown in Fig. 4b. From the [11 �20] direction, the structure looks
like a ‘‘spine’’ along the twin boundary. It is clear from the figure
that the central column and two side columns of atoms are
Fig. 6. HAADF-STEM images of grain boundaries with the incident beam p

Fig. 5. EDS chemical mapping of the twin boundary segregations in Mg–Gd–Y–Ag–Zr all
Y-Ka; and (f) Zr-Ka.
brightest, while the atoms between them are dimmer but still
brighter than Mg atoms in the matrix. It has been reported that
segregated atoms increase the pinning effect on the twin boundary
[18]. The number of segregated atom sites in Mg–Gd–Y–Ag alloy
(Fig. 4b) is much larger than those in the alloy without Ag
(Fig. 4a), suggesting that Ag helps to stabilize the twin boundary.
The atomic model in Fig. 4c and d indicates that the atomic stack-
ing of TBII is not perfect. The compression sites are located in layer
A, which is different from TBI. By measuring the distance of neigh-
boring atoms, the compression sites are found to occupy more
space in TBII than those in TBI. Another crucial difference is that
layer B in TBII is located in extension sites, which is not observed
in TBI. The atomic models of Mg–Gd–Y and Mg–Gd–Y–Ag alloys
indicate that the addition of Ag also changes the positions where
atomic replacement occurs in TBII.

In order to confirm the effects of Ag on the interfacial segrega-
tion directly, EDS mapping was carried out at twin boundaries as
shown in Fig. 5. For simple comparison, a region containing both
TBI and TBII was selected for the mapping as shown in Fig. 5a.
Fig. 5c and d shows significant segregation of Gd and Ag in both
arallel to the [11 �20] axis: (a) Mg–Gd–Y alloy; (b) Mg–Gd–Y–Ag alloy.

oy: (a) the corresponding HAADF-STEM image, (b) Mg-Ka; (c) Ag-Ka; (d) Gd-Ka; (e)



Fig. 7. HAADF-STEM images of segregation at stacking faults: (a) and (b) Mg–Gd–Y–Zr alloy, (c) and (d) Mg–Gd–Y–Ag–Zr alloy, and (e) atomic model of I1stacking faults.
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TBI and TBII in Mg–Gd–Y–Ag alloy. In contrast, Y is not obviously
segregated to either twin boundaries (Fig. 5e). Fig. 5f indicates that
Zr was not segregated either, which is consistent with a literature
report [41].
3.3. Segregation at grain boundaries

Fig. 6 shows the segregation at lamellar grain boundaries (LGBs)
of Mg–Gd–Y and Mg–Gd–Y–Ag alloys. In order to make valid



Fig. 8. (a) HAADF-STEM images of grain boundaries with the incident beam parallel to the [11 �20] axis, and (b) schematic of formation process of special grain boundary.
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comparisons, the same grain boundary angle of �144� is chosen for
comparison in both alloys. Different segregation phenomena are
observed at the grain boundaries in the alloys with and without
Ag, which is similar to the observations for TBII. The alloy with
Ag shows spinal-shaped segregation structures, however, this
‘‘spine’’ at the LGB is not continuous, and appears to be pieced
together of several parallel segments. It appears to try to follow
both the (10 �12) plane as on the TBII and the LGB, but the
(10 �12) plane does not coincide with the LGB, which leads to the
segmented feature shown in Fig. 6b. This observation also indicates
the importance of the (10 �12) twin boundary (TBII) in the forma-
tion of the spinal-shaped segregation.

3.4. Segregation at stacking faults

Fig. 7a and c shows the low magnification HADDF-STEM images
of 75% rolled Mg–Gd–Y and Mg–Gd–Y–Ag samples. A high density
of stacking faults appeared in both alloys, which tend to be gener-
ated in twins or lamellar grains mentioned above. Jian et al.
reported the role of the nano-spaced stacking faults to improve
the mechanical properties of magnesium alloys [10,11]. The yield
strength follows a linear relationship with the reciprocal of average
spacing of stacking faults [10]. In this work, the spacing of stacking
faults in the two alloys is in the range of 10–20 nm. High resolution
images in Fig. 7b and d show that the stacking faults in the alloys
are mainly I1 type, which has a stacking sequence of
ABABABCBCBCB. I1 stacking faults introduce a thin three-layer of
face-center cubic (fcc) stacking structure into the hcp matrix as
shown in Fig. 7e. After annealing at 250 �C for 0.5 h, Suzuki
Table 2
Possible angle of LGBs induced by two and three twinning events.

The number of twins Twining type Possible angle of LGB

2 – twinning TBI + TBI 110�
TBII + TBII 172�
TBI + TBII 141� and 149�

3 – twinning TBI + TBI + TBI 165�
TBII + TBII + TBII 102�
TBI + TBII + TBII 117� and 147�
TBI + TBI + TBII 164� and 156�
segregation of solute atoms to the three fcc layers of stacking faults
occurred, which is also reported in Mg–Y–Zn alloys [19]. The
Suzuki segregation on stacking faults is different from the reported
LPSO structure in Mg alloys [8]. First, the structure of Suzuki segre-
gation only appeared in the local fcc layers at the stacking faults.
Furthermore, the Suzuki segregation does not show any periodicity
along the c-axis as in the LPSO periodic structures.
4. Discussion

4.1. Proposed formation mechanism for special lamellar grain
boundary

Grain boundaries with neighboring grains sharing the same
[11 �20] zone axis are widely observed in our deformed samples.
We hypothesize that they were formed by multiple twinning.
Note that the size of a virgin grain may be too large (see Fig. 1)
to be fully captured by TEM, but local feature analysis could shed
some light on this issue. Fig. 8a shows a local triple-junction area
including TBI, TBII and the resulting LGB. The formation of such
morphology from the virgin grain is schematically illustrated in
Fig. 8b. First, assuming that there is an initial grain that has a
[11 �20] zone axis perpendicular to the page, then the horizontal
Fig. 9. Crystal structure of TBII in the direction of (11 �20) a plane.



Fig. 10. Integration of the STEM intensity of (a) Ag and (b) Gd across a TBII, and (c) HAADF-STEM image of TBII of Mg–Gd–Y–Ag alloy with the incident beam parallel to the
[11 �20] zone axis. The yellow circles represent Al-enriched sites and the purple circles represent the Gd-enriched sites. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 11. (a) HAADF-STEM image of TBII of Mg–Gd–Y–Ag alloy with the incident beam parallel to the [11 �20] zone axis, and (b) statistical distance of DE, DF and EF.
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Table 3
Twin boundaries energy in Mg [41].

Twin boundary U(10 �11) U(10 �12) U(10 �13) U(11 �21) U(11 �22) U(11 �23) U(11 �23)

Energy (mJ/m2) 143 189 �189 148 145 �145 �145
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blue lines in Fig. 8b represent the basal planes of the grain. When
the alloy is subjected to rolling, a primary twin forms, which
changes the orientation of the right part of TBI as shown in
Fig. 8b. Further deformation leads to the formation of the sec-
ondary twin in the primary twin. Thus, the right part of the grain
will be re-oriented again due to the secondary twinning. Now
the red marked boundary becomes one of the special LGBs
observed in this study, which has [11 �20] zone axis for both sides
with a misorientation angle of 149�. If the basal planes interact
with other defects such as dislocations, the resulting misorienta-
tion angles could be slightly different from the predicted value,
as observed in this study. As mentioned earlier, the misorientation
angles may vary, depending on the type and number of multiple
twinning modes. Table 2 lists all possible angles produced by
two and three twinning events. Note that there may be other cases
where grain boundary angle is formed by more than three consec-
utive twinning events.

4.2. Proposed mechanism of segregation at interfaces

As shown in Fig. 9, there are two types of lattice sites alternat-
ing along the TBII: the compression site and extension site. The
space of compression site is smaller than a normal Mg atom would
occupy, whereas the extension site is larger. Therefore, TBII is an
interface with alternative tensile and compressive elastic strains.
It has been reported that the size of solute atoms affects the segre-
gations at twin boundaries [18]: solute atoms larger than Mg tend
to segregate to the tension sites, while those smaller than Mg tend
to segregate to the compression sites. In our case, if the same seg-
regation trend is followed, the large Gd and Y (0.188 nm) atoms
should segregate to tension sites, while the smaller Ag atoms
should segregate to the compression sites.

A careful EDS analysis is carried out to investigate the segrega-
tion of the alloy elements. Fig. 10a and b shows the integration of
the brightness contrast along a TBII. As shown in Fig. 10a, Ag atom
distribution has only one peak within the width of �1.5 nm, which
is very close to the width of spinal-shaped segregation in TBII. In
other words, Ag is almost uniformly distributed across TBII.
However, the distribution of Gd has three apparent peaks across
TBII (Fig. 10b), indicating three separate Gd atom concentration
columns across the TBII. It should be noted that the intensity of
the middle peak is slightly weaker than the two side peaks.
Based on this information, the atomic structure of alloy segregation
can be schematically illustrated in Fig 10c. Combining with the fact
that Gd has the highest atomic number of the three elements in the
alloy (64 for Gd, 47 for Ag, and 12 for Mg), it is reasonable to
assume that the brightest spots correspond to atomic sites of
higher Gd concentrations, as indicated by purple circles in
Fig. 10c. The atomic sites between them have median brightness
and are probably Ag-enriched, as marked by yellow circles in
Fig 10c.

The Ag enrichment appears to affect the lattice structure of local
area near TBII. As is shown in Fig. 11a, the area far away from twin
boundary follows an ABAB . . . hcp stacking sequence. However,
three adjacent layers of atoms in the area near twin boundary
appear to arrange in a straight line as marked by the red ellipse.
This kind of atomic stacking is similar to that in fcc lattice with a
packing sequence of ABCABC . . . ABC. Statistics on the interatomic
distances between three typical Ag-rich columns of D, E and F is
shown in Fig. 11b, which was analyzed from 36 different atom
pairs along TBII. Their values are compared with that of pure Ag
and Mg, as shown in Fig. 10b and c. It is obvious that they match
better with pure Ag than pure Mg. This further indicates that the
atomic packing in the spinal-shaped segregation is close to that
of fcc Ag, possibly due to the high Ag content in this area.

The above observations indicate that segregation varies with
interface types. Capolungo [42] reported first-principle calcula-
tions of the twin boundary energies for seven different types of
twins in Mg (shown in Table 3). The stacking fault energy on the
basal plane in Mg is USF = 14 mJ/m2 (which is the upper value of
theoretical prediction) [43,44]. It is generally accepted that grain
boundary energy is usually higher than coherent twin boundary
energy [45]. Therefore, the sequence of interfacial energies con-
cerned in this paper is: ULGB > UTBII > UTBI > USF. The periodic
spinal-shaped segregation only occurs in TBII and LGBs with higher
energies, which suggests that with Ag addition, spinal-shaped seg-
regation only occurs in interfaces with high energies.
5. Conclusion

This study revealed interfacial segregation of solute atoms to
interfaces including grain boundaries, twin boundaries, and stack-
ing faults in Mg–Gd–Y–(Ag)–Zr alloys using atomic-resolution
HAADF-STEM imaging and EDS mapping. Ag addition was found
to significantly affect segregations at high-energy interfaces. The
following are new understandings gained from this study:

1. Ag-assisted segregation at {10 �12} twin boundaries (TBII) and
lamellar grain boundaries (LGB) exhibits a new periodic
spinal-shaped structure that is different from the single-lined
segregation in the alloy without Ag. The segregation at
{10 �11} twin boundaries (TBI) shows the same periodic
single-line segregation with or without Ag addition. The segre-
gation at I1 stacking faults is random without any periodicity in
both Mg–Gd–Y and Mg–Gd–Y–Ag alloys.

2. EDS mapping revealed significant segregation of Gd and Ag at
both TBI and TBII in Mg–Gd–Y–Ag alloy. Ag atoms are uniformly
distributed across TBII, while the Gd atoms have three
distribution peaks. In the spinal-shaped segregation at TBII,
the brightest spots are proposed as Gd-rich columns, and the
median-brightness spots between them are Ag-rich columns.
The addition of Ag induced many local quasi-fcc structures.

3. Interfacial energy affects the interfacial segregation. The
sequence of interfacial energy in this paper is:
ULGB > UTBII > UTBI > USF. The periodic spinal-shaped segregation
only occurs in TBII and LGBs with higher energies, and is absent
at lower energy TBI and I1 stacking faults.

4. The lamellar grain boundaries with unique orientation were
found in rolled Mg alloys, which was proposed formed by mul-
tiple twinning. Possible mis-orientation angles of LGB are 110�,
141�, 149� and 172� after secondary twinning, and are 102�,
117�, 147�, 156�, 164�and 165� after tertiary twinning.
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